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Evaluation of ERDF Road Projects   

Contract No:  C190/2019/2020  

TECHNICAL EVALUATION RESPONSE  

  

Please read Section 1 – Instructions to Bidders and Section 2 – Specification prior to completing this 
template. You must submit your response using this template in Microsoft word, Arial font, font size 11.  

  

Bidders are requested to read the questions carefully before considering their response.  

  

Each question has a specific response limit.  Please ensure you adhere to the response limits as 
indicated below. Any responses that are received over and above the limits will not be evaluated. Table 
and Diagrams must be included within word counts.  
  

Each question also has a 60% quality threshold which needs to be met.  

  

Where examples of your existing documents / policies are requested these will not count towards 
response limits.  
  

Appendices will not be permitted.  

  

The evaluation methodology, which will be adopted for assessing the Technical submissions, can be 
found at the bottom of this document.  
  

  

 Section & Question Weightings   

Ref.  Technical criteria  80%  

Q1  
Demonstration of a clear understanding of the policy context and need/ 

requirements of the evaluation.  
15%  

Q2  
Proposed methodology, which clearly outlines a detailed research 

design and demonstrates how the aims of the contract will be met.  
30%  

Q3  Staff roles and suitability of staff for those roles.  20%  

Q4  
Understanding of, and ability to meet, project timetable and 

dependencies/risks  
15%  

  

  

    

  

Technical criteria  

Question 1  
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Demonstration of a clear understanding of the policy context and need/ requirements of the 
evaluation.  

Total: 15% of Section 

Minimum Score Threshold: 60  

  

Response Guidance  

Please demonstrate your understanding of the policy environment based on your reading of the 

specification as well as your experience and existing evidence. Set out your understanding of the 

rationale for undertaking the evaluation and requirements of the contract with reference to the 

background/context.  

  

Word limit: 1500 words  

Supplier Response  

  

The projects  

  

This evaluation covers three road improvement schemes funded through the 2014-20 West Wales and 

the Valleys ERDF programme. All of these are part of the ‘TEN-T’ Trans European Network, and are:  

   

• Improvements to the A55 between Abergwyngregyn and Tai’r Meibion (in Gwynedd, between  

Llanfairfechan and Bangor). This covers a 2.2km stretch of road, which was originally dualled in the 
1960s and no longer meets modern design and safety standards. £14.9 million ERDF investment 
has been awarded (as part of a £22.4 million scheme) to widen the carriageway. This will improve 
safety, as well as improving drainage to reduce the risk of flooding. In addition to the improved 
highway, it is also anticipated that the scheme will result in 2km of new cycleway through the 
rerouting of National Cycle Network route 5.   
  

The scheme is expected to result in increased traffic speeds along the A55 west of Conwy: this is 
expected to improve access to the Anglesey Enterprise Zone and to tourism and leisure destinations 
in North Wales. Construction was due to start in March 2020, with the scheme completed in 
December 2021.   
  

• Improvements to A55 Junctions 15 and 16 at Llanfairfechan and Penmaenmawr, in Conwy. 

This involves the removal of the existing roundabouts (currently the only at-grade roundabouts on 

the North Wales Expressway) and their replacement with grade-separated junctions. This should 

improve journey times, increase road safety and reduce emissions and negative environmental 

impacts. As with the Abergwygregyn to Tai’r Meibion scheme, it should also improve connectivity to 

Anglesey, Bangor and the west.   

  

£26.3 million ERDF has been awarded (as part of a £40 million scheme). Construction is due to start 
in early 2021, with completion in December 2022.   

  

• New highway on the A40 between Llanddewi Velfrey and Redstone Cross (in Pembrokeshire, 

between Whitland and Haverfordwest). This involves 2.5km of new ‘2+1’ highway north of Llanddewi 

Velfrey (relieving the village of traffic) and 4.3km of improved highway. It will also involve new cycle 

tracks and bridleways crossing the highway. The scheme should improve capacity and safety and  
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lead to environmental improvements in those communities affected by the existing road. From an 
economic perspective, the scheme should increase connectivity to the ports at Fishguard and Milford 
Haven, and is expected to have a positive impact on visitor and inward investor perceptions of the 
area.   
  

£22.96 million ERDF has been awarded (as part of a £34.97 million scheme). Construction is due to 
start in spring 2021 and finish in December 2022.   

  

The policy context  

  

The strategic rationale for investment in the three schemes is set out in the 2014-20 ERDF West Wales 
and the Valleys Operational Programme. This contains an objective to invest in the TEN-T network 
(specifically on the A55 and A40), noting a preference for a small number of significant schemes in order 
to maximise impact. The core investment rationale set out in the OP is economic: Specific Objective 4.1 
states that investments should aim to mitigate peripherality and “will need to demonstrate that they are 
addressing genuine bottlenecks in terms of access to employment or that they are unlocking 
opportunities for economic growth at a regional level rather than just affecting sub regional or local 
choices for business locations… There should be an expectation that investment will leverage additional 
private sector investments (e.g. through inward investment)”. Schemes were also expected to make a 
positive contribution to sustainable travel options, including through the provision of cycleways, 
footpaths, etc. in addition to the improved highway.   
  

Beyond the Operational Programme, five aspects of the Welsh Government’s broader strategy are 
relevant to the roads projects:   

  

• First, investment in strategic road infrastructure is recognised as a priority. The 2008 Wales  

Transport Strategy (which was sequential to the Wales Spatial Plan and will have informed the 

Operational Programme) identified the importance of the TEN-T routes. More recently, the 

commitment to investment in the A55 and A40 (as well as the M4) is set out in the Welsh 

Government’s current overarching national strategy, Prosperity for All.   

• Second, there is a strong emphasis on linkage with wider strategy. For example, the Economic 
Action Plan (2017) references the need to promote the efficiency of the network through measures 
to alleviate pinch-points and bottlenecks. But this is set in the context of a coordinated approach 
linking infrastructure provision with planning for employment and housing supply. The Welsh 
Government is committed to considering these issues on a regional basis (reflecting the expectations 
in the Operational Programme highlighted above)  

• Third, while recognising the importance of strategic road infrastructure and limited public transport 
connectivity in much of Wales, the focus of transport strategy in recent years is on greater 

sustainability and a reduction in carbon emissions. This is especially highlighted in the draft 

National Development Framework (2019), with its focus on public transport solutions and in the 

commitment in the Economic Action Plan to ensuring that infrastructure is “sustainable, accessible 

for all and integrated”.   

• Fourth, the Wellbeing of Future Generations Act (Wales) 2015 provides an overarching policy 
context to this emphasis on sustainability. The Act requires the Welsh Government to act in 
accordance with sustainable development principles and to improve “economic, social, 
environmental and cultural well-being”, recognising that all aspects of wellbeing are mutually 
reinforcing. The ITT notes that the road operations align with a number of Wellbeing of Future 
Generations Act goals, including by improving access to services, access to markets and access to 
healthier transport options (cycling and walking routes) alongside the road infrastructure.  

• Finally, the Economic Action Plan contains a strong commitment to the concept of ‘fair work’, linked 
with a desire to create higher-value, higher-paid employment and “better jobs closer to home”. This 
is relevant both to the impact of infrastructure (helping to attract new, quality employment and 
improving local access to it) and the process of delivery (ensuring that there are social benefits from 
the procurement and contracting process). This is also especially relevant to the integration of the 
cross-cutting themes (sustainable development, equal opportunities and gender mainstreaming, 
and tackling poverty and social exclusion) associated with the ERDF investment.   
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Implications for the evaluation   

  

Each of the three road projects are distinct in terms of governance and management, and each has a 
separate ERDF allocation. However, the ITT requires a single evaluation which addresses the 
evaluation requirements of each operation, but also draws out the wider strategic picture, enabling the 
Welsh Government to learn lessons which can be applied to future highways investment schemes. The 
evaluation is concerned with both the outcomes and impacts resulting from the scheme, and the process 
of delivery.  
  

Based on our initial understanding of the projects and the overall strategic context, there are three factors 
that we would highlight as important in framing our approach to the evaluation:   

  

• First, the three projects potentially influence a wide range of outcomes beyond the formal 
ERDF result and output indicators, which are limited to the physical delivery of new infrastructure 
and increases in average corridor speeds/ journey times. These are likely to relate to all aspects of 
wellbeing as outlines in the WFGA, and may include:   
  

 economic benefits, derived from additional business investment decisions as a result of 
improved connectivity or improved perceptions; additional housing and employment sites that 
may have been opened up by the schemes; and improved/ more reliable access to jobs and 
markets (in addition to the wider strategic contribution to the TEN-T network  

 environmental benefits, including reduced emissions as a result of freely-flowing traffic, 
improved air quality and general amenity value in communities (such as Llanddewi Velfrey) 
that will experience a reduction in traffic running through the village); and increased use of 
cycleways/ footpaths as a result of the provision of new or improved infrastructure alongside 
the road  

 social benefits, including through local employment and skills development linked with the 
construction phase  

 some potential dis-benefits, including (possibly) increased traffic volumes overall, or the 
emergence of pinch-points elsewhere on the strategic or local road networks.  
     

• Second, the area of benefit for the three projects is likely to be larger than local. All three are 
strategic schemes, and their contribution to the TEN-T network is part of the investment rationale. 
As stated in the ITT, access to the Pembrokeshire ports and Holyhead/ Anglesey Enterprise Zone 
is relevant to the case for the A40 and A55 schemes respectively; more broadly, the A55 projects 
will contribute to efficiency of the whole A55 western section of the A55 corridor.   
  

• Third, the relationship between the ERDF-funded projects and other investments is likely to 
be important. Two of the projects (the A55 schemes) are in within a few miles of each other on the 
same stretch of road and will together contribute to improved connectivity to Anglesey and North 
West Wales: the relationship between the two and the extent to which this has influenced delivery 
and outcomes will be important to explore. More broadly, the road schemes should be seen in the 
context of wider programmes of public investment, including support for the development of strategic 
sites and local transport schemes.   

  

[1,498 words]  

  

  

  

Technical criteria  

 

Question 2  
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Proposed methodology, which clearly outlines a detailed research design and demonstrates how the 
aims of the contract will be met.   

Total: 30% of Section 

Minimum Score Threshold: 60  

Response Guidance  

Proposals should set out a detailed account of the methodology to be used in the project.  Proposals 

should demonstrate  

  

• The rationale for adopting the proposed methodological approach  

• Understanding of the specific objectives/research questions for this work   

• How the proposed methodology addresses objectives and research questions  

• The  resource  (e.g. total  number of days) allocated to each specific research task  • Where 

appropriate, include information on approaches to recruitment and sampling   

• Detail on quantitative and quantitative analytical processes and approaches.  

• Any feasibility or challenges associated with the proposed methodology and how these will be 

addressed.  

• Set out how the language requirements set out in the methodology and deliverables sections 

will be met.  Successful bidders will have a good understanding of the requirements of providing 

bilingual services and will either offer in-house capability to deliver such a service or have in 

place a service level agreement with a sub-supplier to support its delivery of bilingual services.  

  

Word limit: 3000 words  

Supplier Response  

  

Overview  

  

The ITT clearly sets out a series of deliverables from the evaluation, including a detailed scoping report 

and evaluation plan; an interim evaluation report (to be signed off, prior to translation, in May 2021); an 

‘internal report’ for the Abergwyngregyn to Tai’r Meibion scheme (which will be completed in January 

2022, a year ahead of the other two); and a final evaluation report to be signed off, prior to translation, 

by May 2023.   

  

Linked with these outputs, we propose a workplan structured in four sequential phases:   

  

Phase 1: Scoping  

  

Task 1: Inception meeting   

  

At the start of the project, we will hold an inception meeting with the Evaluation Steering Group (ESG) 
and other Welsh Government colleagues. This will provide an opportunity to discuss the background to 
the three schemes, the Welsh Government’s evaluation objectives and our proposed approach. At the 
meeting, we will want to identify key stakeholders for initial consultation and sources of background 
material, and discuss key roles and responsibilities and communications arrangements.   
  

Following the meeting, we will prepare an inception note, highlighting key decisions and actions and any 
changes to the workplan.   
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Task 2: Background review and Round 1 (scoping) consultations   

  

We will carry out a detailed review of background materials, to establish the context for the schemes. 
This will include a review of strategic documentation (including the national strategies highlighted in 
response to Question 1), relevant feasibility studies and ex-ante impact assessments (e.g. the Economic 
Analysis and Location Impacts Assessment of the A40 between St Clears and Haverfordwest), the 
business cases prepared by the Welsh Government and the ERDF application documentation. We will 
also review other strategies relevant to the area, including the LDPs for Pembrokeshire, Gwynedd and 
Anglesey, and Conwy, to establish a broader view of the local context. Local Rights of Way Improvement 
Plans are also likely to be relevant, given the footpath and cycleway improvements included as part of 
the three operations.  
  

Alongside this, we propose to undertake up to ten scoping consultations. We envisage that these will 
be with Welsh Government officials, and may include transport strategy leads, the relevant Chief Regional 
Officers (or colleagues) and leads for the cross-cutting themes. The purpose of these scoping 
consultations will be to understand project activities and potential impacts and to consider the evaluation 
objectives from a range of perspectives. We will consult at this initial with the EU Transport Programme 
Team to understand the monitoring data and systems maintained for each of the projects.   
  

Task 3: Logic model and Scoping Report and Evaluation Plan  

  

Following the background review and scoping consultations, we will set out for each project an overall 
‘theory of change’ and a logic model, outlining the inputs, activities, outputs, outcomes and impacts that 
are anticipated. This will provide a framework for the remainder of the evaluation. As part of this, we will 
want to identify any additional anticipated impacts over and above those specifically identified in the 
project business cases (see Task 6 below).   
  

The logic model will inform a Scoping Report and Evaluation Plan. This will set out our understanding 
of each of the projects, and will provide a detailed evaluation methodology, timetable and workplan, 
building on the high-level approach outlined in this proposal. We will share the draft Scoping Report and 
Evaluation Plan with you in advance of a meeting (probably by conference call) with the ESG, before 
preparing a final version for your approval. This delivers Interim Evaluation objective (i) within the ITT.  
  

  

Phase 2: Interim Evaluation   

  

The Interim Evaluation should be completed by April 2021. In summary, it should seek to assess the 
strategic fit of the interventions and progress to date in project delivery, and should establish a baseline 
against which wider outcomes may be assessed. While the Evaluation Plan developed in Phase 1 will 
set out a detailed methodology, we anticipate delivery of the Interim Evaluation through eight key tasks:   
  

Task 4: Strategic context and consultations  

  

Our first task in Phase 2 will focus on the strategic alignment of the three operations with Welsh 
Government strategies, the OP and regional and local plans. We will have considered much of this in 
Phase 1, so we should be able to complete our review of background materials swiftly. It is worth noting 
that the policy landscape has developed since the Operational Programme was developed: for example, 
Prosperity for All, the WFGA, the Economic Action Plan and Cymraeg 2050 have all come into effect 
since the OP.   
  

In addition to our review of background materials, we will undertake a round of strategic stakeholder 
consultations. These will include Welsh Government officials (in a policy and planning and regional 
strategy capacity and those within WEFO involved in the original proposal) and officers from the relevant 
local authorities with a transport, planning or economic development perspective. It may also be helpful 
to speak with representatives of the main regional bodies (North Wales Economic Ambition Board and 
Swansea Bay City Deal) at this stage.   
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These consultations will focus on the contribution that the operations are expected to make to national, 
regional and local strategy, meeting Interim Evaluation objective (ii). We have budgeted for 15 
consultations in this round.   
  

Task 5: Monitoring, delivery and progress review and delivery consultations  

  

In Task 5, we will turn to the delivery of the three schemes themselves, meeting Interim Evaluation 

objectives (iii) to (v). At the time of the Interim Evaluation, only one scheme (Abergwyngregyn to Tai’r 

Meibion) will be in the construction phase, and none will have been completed; at this stage, we will 

want to consider:   

  

• The process of project development up to and following the award of ERDF. This will include 
analysis of:   
 The business case development process within Welsh Government and the extent to which 

it followed standard Welsh Government processes and any requirements set out in the WEFO 
award  

 Public consultation (including the extent to which key stakeholders and the wider public were 
engaged and the methods used)  

  

• Current delivery and management capacity, including:   

 Project management, contracting and governance arrangements  

 Project risks and mitigations   

  

• The incorporation of the cross-cutting themes within the project design, including:   

 Physical changes to each scheme in response to the CCTs (for example, modifications to 
mitigate negative environmental impacts (including the mitigations proposed in the schemes’ 

Sustainable Development Reports), to actively promote increased use of sustainable 
transport routes, or to facilitate improved access from disadvantaged communities and places 

of employment and training)  

 Measures to ensure equal opportunities in the delivery phase (for example, through active 
labour market initiatives)   

 The extent to which the CCTs were reflected in the consultation and engagement processes 
highlighted above  
  

• Delivery progress, taking into account:   

 Project spend to date, relative to the spend profile envisaged in the original ERDF grant 

agreement  

 Achievement of project milestones and the extent to which delivery is ‘on track’ for completion 
 Realisation of any project benefits to date  

  

Delivery of this task will involve a review of spend and delivery monitoring data and up to 15 
deliveryfocused consultations with representatives of:   

  

• The Core Management Team for each project (including the Project Directors and relevant 

managers within the Welsh Government and representatives of the Employer’s Agent)  

• The relevant CCT Champions   

• Officers within the EU Transport Programme Team responsible for project monitoring.   

  

We should by this point already have a good understanding of the spend and outputs monitoring systems 
following our initial consultation with the EU Transport Programme Team in Phase 1. Following our 
review of the data, we will consider whether there are any likely gaps or collection or data quality issues. 
If this is the case, we will highlight these to the Evaluation Steering Group (and the Transport Programme 
Team as appropriate) in a separate note, and will include any recommendations within the Interim 
Report.    
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Task 6: Wider outcomes: Baseline analysis    
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The contracted output and result indicators for the three operations relate to the delivery of new/ 
improved highway, new/ improved cycleways and footpaths and increases in average speed, with 
evidence measured either through physical completion or through average speed data across relevant 
stretches of the strategic road network.   
  

However, we would expect the three operations to support a wider range of outcomes. The logic model 
and Evaluation Plan will set out the outcomes that each operation is expected to deliver. These might 
include:   
  

• Average speed improvements and journey time savings: Average speed is recorded as an 
ERDF result indicator, although it relates to average speed along wider stretches of road (A55 West 
and the A40 west of Carmarthen). While this will be updated annually, road network speeds will also 
be impacted by other improvements, and potentially offset by increased congestion and temporary 
restrictions. Other plans impacting on the road network will therefore have to be taken into 
consideration in the strategic context review (Task 4).  
  

• Road safety benefits: These are anticipated for all three projects, and can be measured through 
historic accident rates.   

  

• Environmental benefits: These include improved air quality, reduced traffic impacting on 
residential neighbourhoods and reduced traffic noise. These are likely to especially apply to the A40 
improvements, given that the new road reduces traffic directly impacting on Llanddewi Velfrey. In 
addition to air quality and traffic data, this will be considered through consultation with community 
beneficiaries.   

  

• Use of cycleways and footpaths: Baseline data is unlikely to be available for the sustainable 
transport routes affected, unless specifically gathered at the business case development stage. 
Where data has been gathered, we will analyse it as a baseline for post-completion monitoring; 
however, in the absence of data, we will draw on consultations with amenity/ environmental groups 
to establish perceptions of the quality and use of existing infrastructure, including the extent to which 
it improves access to jobs and services from residential areas.   

  

• Wider economic benefits: These are cited as central to the rationale for all three schemes. As well  

as delivering improvements to the wider strategic ‘TEN-T’ network, these may include:   

  

 Investment perceptions, leading to new businesses attracted to the area (particularly 
areas to the west of the three operations, in Anglesey and Pembrokeshire  

 Housing and employment sites brought forward as a result of the three operations  
 Increases in house prices as a result of improved amenity value.   

  

In addition to an assessment and analysis of potential secondary data sources, we have budgeted for 
up to 40 consultations with businesses and business-facing organisations (including inward investment 
and tourism promotion agencies and commercial agents) and with community organisations (such as 
community councils in the areas directly impacted by the investment and environmental/ amenity 
groups. We will identify these through the scoping and strategic consultations.   

  

Task 7: Addressing the counterfactual  

  

The ITT specifically requests that consideration should be given to the potential for counterfactual 
analysis as part of the evaluation. We have considered this in relation to the highways element of each 
operation (the primary element, delivering new/ improved road infrastructure and journey time savings) 
and the footpath/ cycleway element.   
  

For the highways element of each scheme, identifying an explicit counterfactual in which the 
intervention does not occur will be challenging: there is not likely to be a sufficiently similar stretch of 
road that does not benefit from intervention.   
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We anticipate that a ‘pre’ and ‘post’ assessment approach is likely to be the most appropriate. Rather 
than identifying an explicit counterfactual, this would involve using relevant indicators (such as those 
identified through Task 6) before and after the intervention has been implemented in the area to assess 
the potential effects of the scheme. This would also involve accounting for any anticipated change in the 
absence of intervention, such as an increase in traffic volumes (with consequential impacts on journey 
times and potentially accident rates) based on historic trend.  
  

For the footpath/ cycleway element of each scheme, a direct counterfactual might be easier to identify. 
However, existing footpath use data is survey-based and generally covers a wider network of rights of 
way (e.g. the Country Path User Survey for Pembrokeshire Coast National Park Authority; establishing 
a direct counterfactual is therefore likely to require additional survey work, which may be 
disproportionate to the scale of the evaluation. Our initial view is that a ‘pre’ and ‘post’ assessment may 
be the most appropriate approach.   
  

We will however set out the options at this point for counterfactual analysis (for example through the 

identification of a ‘control area’, addressing Interim Evaluation objective (vii).   

  

Task 8: Draft Interim Evaluation Report and presentation of findings   

  

We will bring together the outcomes of Tasks 1-7 into a draft Interim Evaluation Report. This will explain 
the strategic rationale for the three operations and their relationship with the wider objectives of the 
Welsh Government and other partners, provide an assessment of progress in project development and 
delivery to date, and set out a baseline for the outputs, results and wider outcomes associated with the 
projects.   

  

The draft Interim Evaluation Report will be supported by a summary document. Following submission of 
the draft, we will present the findings and implications for the next stage to the Evaluation Steering Group 
(and other stakeholders as appropriate).   
  

Task 9: Final Evaluation Report   

  

Following the Evaluation Steering Group meeting, we will collate feedback from the discussion and from 
a round of written comments, and will provide a final report and summary. Once the English language 
version has been signed off, we will arrange for translation into Welsh.   

  

  

Phase 3: A55 Abergwyngregyn to Tai’r Meibion Internal Report  

  

We envisage that this will be a relatively ‘light touch’ report, providing an early view of final outputs and 
emerging outcomes.   
  

Task 10: Analysis of secondary data  

  

We will begin with an ‘inception’ call with you. Following a brief review of the strategic context, we will 
review the project monitoring data, including project expenditure to date, output completion and the 
achievement of project milestones.   
  

Given that the operation is only planned to complete construction in December 2021, there will not be 
any traffic-related data at this stage. However, alongside the management and monitoring data, we will 
review the secondary data sources highlighted in Phase 2, particularly focusing on those indicators 
associated with the delivery of the scheme (such as progress made in the construction phase towards 
achievement of the cross-cutting themes).   
  

Task 11: Stakeholder consultation  
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We have budgeted for up to ten consultations. These will involve members of the CMT (to discuss project 
delivery, any challenges and how these were managed, and lessons learnt); and a small number of 
stakeholders previously consulted in Phase 2 to consider emerging outcomes and expectations following 
project completion.   
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Task 12: Internal report  

  

Following Tasks 11 and 12 we will prepare a draft internal report, primarily focused on the delivery of 
the project. We will arrange a conference call with you, and following one round of comments, we will 
finalise the report.   
  

  

Phase 4: Final Evaluation Report  

  

Task 13: Phase 4 inception meeting and scoping   

  

Phase 4 will start in July 2022. At the outset of this phase, we will hold a short inception meeting and 
will review the approach set out in the Evaluation Plan. Following this, we will provide an Inception 
Report setting out a detailed work plan for Phase 4.   
  

Task 14: Strategic review  

  

We will consider any changes in the wider policy landscape since the Interim Report. This might include 
changes to transport policy, or to the regional economic policy context in South West and North West 
Wales. We anticipate that this will be straightforward given the earlier phases. We will supplement our 
desk-based review with up to 10 strategic consultations (within Welsh Government and regional/ local 
partners.    
  

Task 15: Analysis of monitoring data and delivery consultations   

  

We will review the monitoring data relating to spend and outputs, building on the framework established 

in Phase 1. As part of this, we will carry out a further round of consultations with the EU Transport 

Programme team and the Core Management Teams responsible for the operations (focused in this 

instance on the A55 Junctions 15/16 and A40 Llanddewi Velfrey, given that a review of delivery progress 

will already have been carried out for Abergwyngregyn to Tai’r Meibion in Phase 3.   

  

Task 16: Review of wider outcomes   

  

We will review the secondary data sources identified in Task 6 (recognising that there will be very limited 
outcomes data at the time of the final report, given that two of the projects will only recently have been 
completed. This will be supplemented with follow-up consultations with businesses and community 
stakeholders (up to 40 consultations across the three operations) to consider the extent to which 
anticipated benefits have been realised.   
  

Task 17: Analysis of cross-cutting themes  

  

Following the initial review of plans for and progress against the CCTs in Task 5, we will assess 
performance on project completion. We anticipate that the CCTs will relate to measures taken during 
the construction phase (for example in labour market actions or measures to support the sustainable 
use of materials), and measures associated with project design (for example in the planning of 
sustainable transport routes. As well as consulting with project managers on performance in delivering 
against the original CCT plans, and with the relevant CCT champions, we will also seek to identify up to 
10 stakeholders from wider organisations with an informed knowledge or involvement in CCT delivery 
(for example within the further education sector) to give a wider view on performance.   
  

Task 18: Draft final evaluation report and presentation  

  

As for the Interim Report, we will prepare a draft Final Evaluation Report and summary report, prior to a 
final presentation to the Evaluation Steering Group and other stakeholders as appropriate.   
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Task 19: Final Evaluation Report  

  

Following the ESG meeting and a round of written comments, we will prepare a final report. Following 
sign-off, we will arrange for translation.   
  

We have budgeted for most consultations to be undertaken by telephone. However, we will seek to 
accommodate delivery partner consultations as part of site visits where possible, as this would be 
especially helpful in the early phases of the assignment.  

  

  

2,995 words  

  

  

Technical criteria  

Question 3  

Staff roles and suitability of staff for those roles.  

Total: 20% of Section 

Minimum Score Threshold: 60  

Response Guidance  

Proposals should include  

• A clear and detailed description of the resources to be deployed, research task allocation time 

allocated to the project for each staff member.   

• Evidence of the suitability of the personnel proposed for this contract in terms of their 

experience and skills (please identify which personnel are responsible for undertaking research 

bilingually).  

• The name of the project manager and a designated deputy.  

• The designated quality assurer and detail how they will ensure that all the deliverables are 

delivered to standard (including quality assurance of outputs in Welsh and English).  

• Confirm that all team members (will at all times follow the Social Research Association ethics 

guidance).  

Word limit: 3000 words  

Supplier Response  

  

Proposed team   

  

To deliver this task, we propose a team of six consultants, with extensive evaluation experience, both for 
ERDF and for other capital infrastructure programmes:  

  

https://the-sra.org.uk/SRA/Ethics/Research-ethics-guidance/SRA/Ethics/Research-Ethics-Guidance.aspx?hkey=5e809828-fb49-42be-a17e-c95d6cc72da1
https://the-sra.org.uk/SRA/Ethics/Research-ethics-guidance/SRA/Ethics/Research-Ethics-Guidance.aspx?hkey=5e809828-fb49-42be-a17e-c95d6cc72da1
https://the-sra.org.uk/SRA/Ethics/Research-ethics-guidance/SRA/Ethics/Research-Ethics-Guidance.aspx?hkey=5e809828-fb49-42be-a17e-c95d6cc72da1
https://the-sra.org.uk/SRA/Ethics/Research-ethics-guidance/SRA/Ethics/Research-Ethics-Guidance.aspx?hkey=5e809828-fb49-42be-a17e-c95d6cc72da1
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Team members  

  

•  [information redacted] (Associate Director): [information redacted] has 20 years’ experience in 

economic development, with experience in strategy, business case development and evaluation. 

Currently, [information redacted] is managing the evaluation of Cardiff Capital Region City Deal’s 

£495 million Wider Investment Fund, and for Torfaen CBC is managing the development of the 

business case for investment in a proposed  ‘medi park’ linked with a new hospital in Cwmbran. He 

has also recently managed two projects for the Welsh Government: a review of the Welsh 

commercial property market and options for intervention, and a review of the Regional Skills 

Partnerships.   

Elsewhere, he managed the mid-term evaluation of Enterprise M3 LEP’s Local Growth Fund 
programme (a £219 million programme of transport and other capital schemes) and an evaluation 
of broadband investment in Devon and Somerset, and is currently managing the evaluation of 
devolved investment funds for the West Midlands Combined Authority.   
  

[information redacted] has substantial experience of European funding, having prepared ERDF 
applications for Anglia Ruskin University, Maidstone Borough Council, Kent County Council and 
(most recently) a private sector developer in Greater Manchester.   
  

Role in project: [information redacted] will be the Project Director, and quality assurer with overall 
responsibility for the quality and direction of the study in line with SQW’s Quality Policy (summarised 
in response to Question 4, and attached).  

  

• [information redacted]  (Managing Consultant): [information redacted] is an experienced project 
manager in evaluation projects. Her track record combines theory and practice in research and 
evaluation across a range of themes, with a strong focus on economic development. She has 
successfully designed and delivered large scale monitoring and evaluation frameworks, and 
applied her expertise in different methodologies, including theory-based and impact evaluation; 
based on solid working knowledge of the Magenta Book. She has an MSc in Social Research and 
Evaluation and is an experienced qualitative and quantitative researcher.  
  

[information redacted] has gained strong knowledge and expertise in economic development 

through her experience in managing economic development evaluations, including the evaluation 

of Local Growth Interventions (which included an evaluation of Greater Manchester’s investment in 

the A6 Manchester Airport Relief Road), and her previous experience leading on the evaluation of a  

Associate  Director 
Project Director 

Managing  Consultant 
Project  Manager 

Consulta nt 
Deputy 
Project  

Manager 
Consultant 

Research  Consultant 

Associate 
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Manchester City Centre Implementation Plan. She is also currently managing the evaluation of the 

ERDF-funded Kingsway Digital Hub project for City and County of Swansea, and is part of the 

team evaluating Cardiff Capital Region’s Wider Investment Fund.   

  

Role in project: [information redacted] will be the Project Manager, responsible for client liaison and 
the day-today management of the study.   
  

[information redacted]  (Associate): [information redacted] is an experienced research consultant 
with an extensive track record of providing policy, evaluation and consultation expertise for clients 
across Wales. [information redacted] has considerable experience of conducting qualitative research 
and stakeholder engagement assignments, and particular specialisms include evaluating ERDF 
projects, economic development and infrastructure interventions. Recent assignments include an 
evaluation of the Regional Engagement Teams (RETs) and the ESF leaver survey for WEFO, and 
[information redacted] is currently part of the SQW research teams that are evaluating the Shellfish 
Centre for Bangor University, and the Cardiff Catalysis Institute Electron Microscopy Facility for 
Cardiff University (both ERDF funded).   

[information redacted] is a fluent Welsh speaker and has extensive experience of conducting 
consultations through the medium of Welsh.   

Role in project: [information redacted] will contribute to project consultations, including in Welsh, and 
will also provide quality assurance in respect of the final translated Welsh outputs  
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• [information redacted] (Consultant): Since joining SQW in 2017, [information redacted] has worked 
on a number of research and evaluation projects related to economic and spatial development. She 
is currently working with [information redacted] on the evaluation of devolved investment funds in 
the West Midlands; other recent evaluations include the Local Growth Deals in Greater Cambridge 
and Cambridgeshire and Peterborough, a process evaluation of the Creative Industries Clusters 
Programme and a Science and Innovation Audit of the Knowledge Quarter. [information redacted] 
work on these projects has involved document reviews, conducting consultations, analysing 
monitoring data and online surveys, and she has extensive quantitative and qualitative research 
skills.  

Role in project: [information redacted] will be Deputy Project Manager, and will provide consultation 
support and will also oversee quantitative data analysis.   

• [information redacted] (Consultant) joined SQW in 2017 with a first class degree in Economics and 
Mathematics. At SQW she has been involved in a variety of evaluation projects with a particular 
focus on economic development. Her recent experience includes the Local Growth Intervention 
Evaluation for the West Yorkshire Combined Authority, an evaluation of Enterprise M3 LEP’s Local  
Growth Fund and Growing Places Fund and a process evaluation of the Creative Industries 
Clusters Programme for the Arts and Humanities Research Council. During these projects 
[information redacted] was responsible for analysing monitoring data, undertaking consultations 
with stakeholders and local businesses and producing a series of project level case studies 
summarising project outputs and outcomes.  More generally, [information redacted] has an in-depth 
knowledge of SQW’s mapping software, GIS, and online survey programme.  

Role in project: [information redacted] will provide support with stakeholder consultation.   

• [information redacted] (Research Consultant) joined SQW in September 2019 after completing a 
BA in Geography at the University of Sheffield. Since joining SQW [information redacted] has 
provided inputs on a variety of projects. These have included analysing monitoring data to assess 
the impact of the Local Growth Fund and Growing Enterprise Fund in Enterprise M3 LEP; writing a 
policy context and carrying out demand side analysis as part of a feasibility study for a 6 storey 
innovation building at Innovation Park Medway; and producing a socio-economic baseline and 
conducting research into the design and development of neighbourhood centres in the context of a 
proposed new housing development near Crawley.  

Role in project: [information redacted] will provide research inputs in analysing monitoring and 
wider outcomes data.  

Research task allocation  

The table below sets out the distribution of research tasks by consultant:   

                                                                                          [information redacted] [information redacted]  

Phase 1: Scoping         

T1: Inception 3 1 1 1    

T2: Background review & scoping 8.5 1 1 1  5 0.5 

T3: Logic model & Evaluation Plan 4 1 2 1    

Total Phase 1 15.5 3 4 3 0 5 0.5 

Phase 2: Interim Evaluation        

T4: Strategic context & strategic consultations 6 1 2 2   1 

T5: Monitoring, delivery & progress review 12  2 2 2 5 1 

T6: Wider outcomes baseline analysis 18 0.5 2.5 5 4 5 1 

T7: Counterfactual analysis options  2 1 1     
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T8: Draft Interim Report & presentation 5 2 3     

T9: Final Interim Report  1.5 0.5 1     

Total Phase 2 44.5 5 11.5 9 6 10 3 

Phase 3: A55 Abergwyngregyn to Tai'r Meibion 
Internal Review 

       

T10: Analysis of monitoring & secondary data 3.5  0.5   3  

T11: Stakeholder consultation 3.5  1 1 1  0.5 

T12: Internal report: draft and final  3 1 2     

Total Phase 3 10 1 3.5 1 1 3 0.5 

Phase 4: Final Evaluation         

T13: Phase 4 inception & report 3 1 2     

T14: Strategic review 4.5 0.5 1 1  2  

T15: Analysis of monitoring data & delivery 8.5  1 1 1 5 0.5 

T16: Wider outcomes review & consultation 17.5  2.5 4 4 5 2 

T17: Analysis of CCT performance 6 1 2 2  1  

T18: Draft Final Report & presentation 6 1 3 1  1  

T19: Final Evaluation Report & summary 3 1 2     

Total Phase 4 48.5 4.5 13.5 9 5 14 2.5 

Total  118.5 13.5 32.5 22 12 32 6.5 
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Translation services   

Within our proposed team, we have the ability to   carry out consultations in Welsh and English, as set  
out above. All initial communications with consultees will be in English and Welsh, offering consultees  
the opportunity to communicate in either language, with no delay in response as a result of either      choice.   
Privacy notices and other materials will also be made available in Welsh and English.    
  
For all translation into Welsh (including research materials and the interim and final evaluation reports),  
we will contract with  LfB Cymru.  LfB   has delivered translation work for SQW on several assignments  
for the Welsh Government, and has worked closely with members of our proposed team.    
  
Research ethics   
  
We confirm that all team members are aware of and will follow the Social Research Association     ethics  
guidance.    
  
In addition, we confirm that  we will carry out this  assignment in line with SQW’s Code of Ethics  
( attached ) .  In particular, we recognise the need to:      

•   ensure that there is informed consent for participants’ involvement in the  research   

•   ensure factual accuracy and avoid falsification, fabrication, suppression or misinterpretation of data   

•   ensure that any debts to previous research as a source of knowledge, data, concepts and  
methodology are acknowledged fully in all outputs that w e generate   

•   ensure that all data are treated with appropriate confidentiality and anonymity, and handled in line  

with SQW’s Information Security policy.   

  
1 ,205 words   
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Technical criteria  

Question 4  

Understanding of, and ability to meet, project timetable and dependencies/risks   

Total: 15% of Section 

Minimum Score Threshold: 60  

Response Guidance  

Proposals should include  

• A detailed timetable for carrying out the work based on the proposed approach and method and 

the milestones set out in the specification.  The timetable should include estimated timescales 

for project scoping, development of research instruments, primary research, analysis and 

reporting. Highlight in particular any deadlines you identify as critical from the specification.   

  

• Include timing on turnaround of reports and information on how you will ensure smooth 

turnaround (e.g. once you have received comments on the first draft from the Welsh  

Government). The timings should allow for translation of research materials/outputs and any 

other translation requirements set out in the specification.  

  

• Provide information on suggested meetings, contract monitoring etc.   

  

• Provide detail of project and quality management approach including how processes will be 

managed with sub-contractors if appropriate.  

  

• Provide information on the data security processes, including storage and transmission of 

personal data and data protection that will be followed (where appropriate).  

  

• A draft risk assessment covering the main risks to the project and how these risks will be 

managed. This should also note any dependencies, e.g. feedback from Welsh Government 

officials on research materials and reports that would be needed in order to undertake and 

complete this project and the implications if this support is not obtained/timely.  

  

  

Word limit: 2000 words  
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Supplier Response  

  

Timetable  

  

High-level timetable  

  

The evaluation period runs over three years. Consistent with the milestones set out in the ITT, the table 
below sets out the phasing of the evaluation over that period:   
  
 Phase 1    

Inception meeting  June 2020  
Scoping Report and Evaluation Plan Phase 

2  
September 2020  

  

Start of Phase 2  September 2020  
Draft Interim Evaluation Report  April 2021  
Final Interim Evaluation Report Phase 

3  
May 2021  

  

‘Inception’ call  October 2021  
Internal Report Phase 

4  
January 2022  

  

 Final Evaluation inception meeting  July 2022  
 Final Evaluation Inception Report  August 2022  
 Draft Final Evaluation Report  April 2023  
 Final Evaluation Report  May 2023  
 Final Evaluation Report (translated version)  July 2023  

   

Detailed timetable: Phases 1 and 2  

  

The figure below sets out a timetable for Phases 1 and 2, leading to the Interim Evaluation Report, with 
key milestones highlighted:   

 
  

Detailed timetable: Phase 3  
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Detailed timetable: Phase 4  
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Report turnaround  

  

Interim Evaluation Report and Final Evaluation Report  
  

For the two primary report outputs, we propose to prepare draft reports for circulation to the Evaluation 

Steering Group at least one week in advance of the proposed meetings. This will allow for substantive 

comments at the ESG, as well as discussion regarding next steps. Following the ESG meeting, we have 

budgeted for one round of written comments, which we will take into consideration alongside feedback 

from the meeting for incorporation into a final draft.   

  

We suggest allowing ten working days for receipt of comments following the ESG, with the final report 

to be submitted to the client ten working days thereafter (i.e. the final English-language reports 

incorporating comments will be submitted one month following the meeting/ presentation with the ESG).  

  

Both the Interim and Final Evaluation reports will be translated into Welsh following sign-off of the 

English language content. We will be able to advise our translation partners of the planned dates for 

content approval, and we will aim to ensure translation within 15 working days of approval.    

  

Scoping and Inception Reports   
  

Two scoping reports are planned: an initial scoping report, incorporating a logic model and evaluation 

plan in Phase 1 (Task 3) and a Final Evaluation inception report at the start of Phase 4 (Task 13). We 

propose that these are circulated to the client one week in advance of a formal call to consider the 

reports. Following one round of written comments within five working days, we propose to finalise the 

reports within five working days thereafter.   

  

We suggest the same procedure in relation to the Phase 3 Internal Report for the A55 Abergwygregyn 

to Tai’r Meibion operation.     

  

Research tools   
  

Draft research tools will be included within the scoping reports (and following the inception call for Phase 

3).   

  

Meetings and contract monitoring  

  

Over the course of the assignment, we envisage:   

  

• Two formal inception meetings (in Tasks 1 and 13), to be held either face-to-face at Cathays Park or 

online  

• Two formal presentations to the Evaluation Steering Group at the end of each main evaluation 

phase (Tasks 8 and 18), to be held face-to-face if possible  

• One ‘inception’ video/ phone call at the start of Phase 3 (Task 10)  

• Two video/ phone calls to consider the scoping reports in Tasks 3 and 13  

In addition, it would be helpful to arrange regular calls between the client-side project manager and the 

Project Manager and/ or Project Director at SQW, to provide an update on progress and to identify any 

barriers or issues. We suggest that this is arranged fortnightly during each phase of activity.   

Project and quality management   

  

SQW operates a well-established Quality Policy (attached) which aims to provide the highest standards 
of professional work, fully achieving the objectives agreed with the clients. Our Quality Management 
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System has been assessed and certified, by SGS, as meeting the requirements of the ISO9001:2015 
international standard, with certificate number GB14/92189.  

The nominated Project Manager will be responsible for coordinating the day-to-day work of project team 

members to meet the standards of rigour, clarity and style required by the client, while the Project 

Director will have overall responsibility for ensuring that the work of the team meets the highest quality 

standards. In the event that the client has any complaints in relation to the quality of our work, this should 

be raised with the Project Director in the first instance; if this does not lead to satisfactory resolution, the 

issue should be escalated to SQW’s Managing Director.    

We have various tried-and-tested procedures to ensure that quality is maintained throughout our 
studies, ensuring consistent and appropriate information gathering, analysis and drafting of deliverables. 
These include the following:  

• Work plan – Before starting work, we review with the client the work plan as proposed in our 
tender, which sets out the nature of the work, its timing and key milestones, the team, the form 
and content of key outputs and costs. Any amendments to the work plan, as agreed at the 
inception meeting or in subsequent discussions with the client, will be captured in writing for 
approval by the client.   

• Approval of research design and research tools – The design of all research tools will be 
agreed in advance with the client.   

• Working drafts, internal working and analysis – The quality of a client output or service is not 
just determined by the final report, but by the quality of the work that goes into it throughout the 
project, including the fieldwork, interview and meeting notes, discussions and analysis. We will 
ensure that all evidence is properly sourced, all draft outputs are checked and proofed (including 
verification of data analysis and calculations), and project files and data are managed in 
accordance with SQW’s Information Security Policy.   

Quality assurance of project outputs – The Project Director will input to and quality assure every 

formal output to clients, including all reports, research tools and presentations. This will consist of a 

thorough review of the whole output, ensuring that it is appropriate in its length, structure and content, 

and presented clearly in plain English using SQW’s House Style and templates (or the Welsh 

Government’s GSR template if required).  

  

Data security   

  

SQW is committed to ensuring the security and protection of the personal information that it processes. 

The firm is complying with the General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) both as a Data Controller 

and a Data Processor. As part of this, SQW has implemented an extensive programme of work to meet 

the requirements of the new data protection regulations, including the provisions of the Data Protection 

Act 2018. Specifically, the firm has:  
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• Appointed a Data Protection Manager who has been working with external specialist advisors 
DPO Experts (https://www.dpoexperts.com/) under the direction of the Company Directors to 
oversee and ensure ongoing compliance  

• Conducted a review of all personal data and processes to assess risk levels and to ensure SQW 
adheres fully with the new regulations  

• Documented how and why personal and special category data is used and if and whom it is 
disclosed to   

• Developed a centralised Processing Activity Record (PAR) in Microsoft SharePoint and 
embedded this into SQW’s Quality Management System. One of the seven key principles of the 
GDPR is accountability (the other six are: lawfulness, fairness and transparency; purpose 

limitation; data minimisation; accuracy; storage limitation; plus integrity and confidentiality [data 
security]) and this requires the firm to demonstrate that it is processing all personal data in a 
manner that is aligned fully with the various articles of the GDPR. Importantly, the PAR enables 
SQW to maintain an accurate internal record of all processing activities and to have it readily 
available in case the ICO requests to view those records     

• Undertaken a review of policies and procedures. Where necessary, these have been amended 
to ensure they are compliant including, but not limited to, Information Security, Breach, Subject 
Access Requests and Acceptable use  

• Where consent is the legal basis for processing personal and special category data, taken steps 
to ensure it complies with the new regulations   

• Rolled out certified training to all staff who handle personal data and provided additional 
awareness sessions tailored to the specific requirements of the business   

• Reviewed software and security requirements and made amendments where necessary to 
ensure compliance e.g. we launched a secure data transfer solution called Quatrix   

• Appointed a Data Protection Steward who supports the Data Protection Manager in ongoing 
compliance across the organisation.  

Client inputs   

The successful completion of this project depends on the following inputs from the client-side project 
manager and Steering Group:  

• participation in the study’s meetings, and reviewing and agreeing the notes of key decisions and 
actions from meetings  

• agreeing protocols for contacting consultees and, where relevant, helping to secure consultees’ 

participation (e.g. distributing ‘warm-up’ emails)   

• reviewing and signing-off research tools prior to use  

• providing relevant background documentation/data held by the client and 3-SET (and not already 
in the public domain) e.g. contact information, monitoring reports, internal reviews  

• reviewing progress reports, and the draft/final outputs.  

Draft risk assessment   

A full risk assessment will be included as part of the Scoping Report and Evaluation Plan. However,the 
table below provides summary of the key risks and mitigations associated with this assignment:   

 Risk  Likelihood  Impact  Mitigation  

Issues with quality and      Medium          High        •Full discussion at Inception to characterise 

availability of monitoring data                                           data and document availability, and identify 

gaps  

https://www.dpoexperts.com/
https://www.dpoexperts.com/
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                                                   that will need to be filled for the evaluation.  
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  •  Development of clear logic model so full 

transparency from SQW on inputs needed to 

tell the evaluation ‘story’.  

  •  Dialogue at an early stage with monitoring 

team in EU Transport Programme team  

Changes in personnel in  

Core  Management  

Team/ loss of project  

‘memory’   

High  Medium      •  

•  

Scoping consultations with key managers at 
start of assignment   

Regular  dialogue  with  ESG  and  

management within Welsh Government  

Lack of engagement 

from wider business and 

community stakeholders  

Medium  Medium     •  

•  

‘Warm-up’ emails/ introductions provided in 
advance  

Key stakeholders identified through dialogue 

with local authorities and key intermediary 

organisations    

Lack of engagement from 
strategic  
stakeholders  

Low  Medium      •  

•  

‘Warm-up’ emails/ introductions provided in 
advance  

Scoping consultations will help identify key 

contacts  

Delay in delivery of 
operations leading to 
delay in evaluation  
timetable  

Medium  Medium      •  

•  

Interim Report not dependent on completion 

Opportunity to review work plan in separate 

inception meeting for Phase 4  

Coronavirus pandemic 
impacting on availability 
of stakeholders and  
project timetable  

High  Medium      •  

•  

Use of video/ phone conferencing  

Timetable review at inception  

Client  surprised  by  

content of reports  

Low  High  •  Regular communication with client at all 

stages of project, including through 

fortnightly updates  

Changes in personnel in 
Evaluation Steering  

Group  

Medium  Low  •  

•  

Regular updates with client to ensure ESG 
members fully informed  

Clear scoping report/ evaluation plans in 

place  

Unexpected  

unavailability of team 

members  

Medium  Medium •  

•  

Staff have confirmed their availability to 

undertake the work in the timescales. In the 

event of team members becoming 

unavailable through sickness etc., we would 

be able to draw on extensive other 

experienced resources available in SQW  

IT failure  Low  Low  •  Project files are securely stored on SQW’s 
central servers, which are backed up daily, 
in accordance with SQW’s Information  
Security Policy  

  

  

1,817 words  
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Marking Scheme and Evaluation Guidance   

Capability  Evidence Provided  Score  Remark  

Bidder is likely to be able to meet 

the needs of the Authority.  

Evidence is consistent, 

comprehensive, compelling, 

directly relevant to the project 

in all respects and highly 

credible (by being 

substantiated by independent 

sources where possible.)  

100  
Absolute 

Confidence  

Evidence is sufficient (in 

qualitative terms), convincing, 

and credible.  

80  Confidence  

Small risk that bidder will not be 

able to meet the needs of the  

Authority.  

Evidence has minor gaps, or to 

a small extent is unconvincing, 

lacks credibility or irrelevant to 

the project.  

60  
Minor 

Concerns  

Moderate risk that the bidder will 

not be able to meet the needs of 

the Authority  

Evidence has moderate gaps, is 

unconvincing.  
40  

Moderate 

Concerns  

Significant risk that the bidder will 

not be able to meet the needs of 

the Authority.  

Evidence has major gaps, is 

unconvincing in many 

respects, lacks credibility, or 

largely irrelevant to the project.  

20  
Major 

Concerns  

Bidder will not be able to meet the 

needs of the Authority.  

No evidence or misleading 

evidence.  
0  Not acceptable  

  

  

  

 


